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ABSTRACT 

  

Marketing encompasses any efforts conducted by a business to promote the purchase or sale of a 

product or service. Consumer behaviour is incredibly important because it promotes product positioning, 

successful marketing strategy formulation, and the building of long-term customer relationships. Impulse 

buying is a behaviour in which customers purchase things without previous forethought. The goal of this 

research is to offer a complete description of impulsive buying behaviour in urban markets by compiling 

primary data collected through a well-structured questionnaire. It provides a wide review of the impulse 

buying construct as well as different behavioural features in urban marketplaces. The study article will 

help marketing practitioners and scholars gain a better knowledge of customer impulsiveness in urban 

marketplaces. 
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1.0. Introduction 

 

Marketing consists of all activities that are undertaken by a company to promote the buying or selling 

of a product or service. The term market wraps all the resources of marketing and are connected to provide 

all the goods and services that the manufacturer or producer needs directly to the consumer. In the 

marketing, it is extremely important that ,  to comprehend the consumer behavior.   Marketing includes 

advertising, selling, and delivering products to consumers or other businesses.  

1.1. Consumer Behaviour 

Consumer behaviour refers to the purchasing behaviour of final customer. Consumer behaviour is 

extremely significant because it supports product positioning, development of successful marketing 

strategy and development of long-term customer relationship. Consumer behaviour is the process of 

studying how consumers make purchase decisions before they purchase goods. It includes what 

consumers want to buy, when to buy, how often they will buy and factors what make them to buy. 

Marketers have to understand the consumer behaviour and find out the steps to satisfy the consumer needs 

according to the market situations. Understanding consumer behaviour helps the marketers that, what 
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motivates them to make purchase decisions. It helps marketers to design their market strategies to increase 

their volume of sales. Some of the important factors which influence consumer behaviour are fashion, 

brands, culture, taste, time, place, display (store environment) and income status. 

 

1.2. Consumer Impulsive Buying 

 Impulse buying is a state of action where consumers buy products without any prior planning. In 

simple words it is an unplanned buying and the decision made on the spot. Impulse buying is one of the 

important concepts in retailing. The one who tends to make such purchase is referred as impulse purchaser 

or impulse buyer. As it is complex in nature, Marketers has to pay keen observation. Impulsive buying 

is the tendency of a customer to buy goods and services without planning in advance. When a customer 

takes such buying decisions at the spur of the moment, it is usually triggered by emotions and feelings. 

 

1.3. Compulsive Buying/Consumer Planned Purchase  

 

Impulse buying and compulsive buying are two diverse magnitudes and impulse buying is not to 

be confused with compulsive buying.  Compulsive buying is something more severe. In planned purchase, 

customers prepare a list of products that they want to buy based on their needs and their financial position. 

Customers are generally prepared and bought by purchasing luxury items such as electronic goods, gems, 

insurance policies.  In general, most of the middle class and low class people prepare a  list for a month to 

shop for customers to buy for the rest of the month and go shopping, grocery items, detergents, toilet 

soaps. Shampoo etc. 

 

1.4. Fast Moving Consumer Goods 

 Fast-Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG), also called Consumer Packaged Goods (CPG), refer to 

products that are highly in-demand, sold quickly, and affordable. Such items are considered “fast-moving” 

as they are quick to leave the shelves of a store or supermarket.  India is the second highest populated 

country in the world and there is no doubt that, India should be a pioneering and developing FMCG 

market. In general, FMCG stands for Fast-moving consumer goods also called Consumer Packaged Goods 

sometimes. It means the goods/products that are sold quickly and are mostly priced (but not always) at a 

relatively low cost. Examples include non-durable household goods such as packaged foods, beverages, 

toiletries, candies, cosmetics, over-the-counter drugs, dry goods, and other consumables. 

2. Objectives of the Paper 

  

 The main objective of the present paper is to study the consumer behavior towards impulse buying 

of FMCGs. For the operational purpose the following sub-objectives are framed: 

a) To present the socio-economic profile of sample Respondents in urban markets. 

b) To analyze the consumer awareness levels on impulse buying towards FMCGs urban  

     markets. 
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3. Importance of the Study 

 It is no doubt that marketing starts and ends with consumers.  It is essential to understand 

consumer awareness levels and behavior towards impulse buying of FMCGs. The present study may 

be ready to lend a hand to marketers why they go for impulse buying of FMCGs in urban markets.  

Consumer tastes and predilections are getting expanded and are altering with time to time.  Many 

studies on urban marketing have dealt with certain consumable products which are traded in the urban 

market.  The present study throws a light on to analyze the consumer awareness levels on impulse 

buying towards FMCGs urban   markets. 

 

4. Method of Analysis, Data base and Tools 

To accomplish the stated objective, the study has been limited to Warangal district of Telangana State.  

Warangal district is chosen as the researcher has social contact with the district.  A comprehensive 

schedule has been circulated among the sample respondents.  Through extensive interface, formal and 

informal interviews and additional information has been gathered and opinion is elicited. 

 Primary data has been supplemented by secondary sources of information available from records, 

brochures, annual reports and other publications wherever required.  The data gathered has been processed 

and tabulated by using MS-Excel software and in part manually.  Two-way tabular form has been used to 

present processed final data. Simple statistical tools have been used to analyze the data. 

 

5. Sample Design 

 The present study is by and large based on primary data.  As it is evident from the title of the work, 

it was carried out in Warangal district of Telangana State.  To arrive at the sample, five mandals were 

selected at first stage.  From each mandal two villages were selected and from each village 20 members 

were drawn as sample respondents.  Thus, the study covered in all Ten villages and five mandals.  A 

sample of 20 members was drawn from each village, thus the total sample worked out is 200 members.  

 

6. Socio-economic Profile of the Rural Consumers 

 Socio-economic changes in urban areas have led people to think of material well being.  The 

growing urban is important to the growth of economic development of India.  Socio-economic profile of 

the sample respondents are presented in the below Table-1.  

Table 1.1 presents the details of age of the sample respondents. It can be seen from the same table 

that, 63 percent of the sample respondents are belong to female and 37 percent represents male consumers.  

It can be said that most of the sample respondents are female only.  It is proven that, female consumers are 

more particular that male customers. 

 An analysis has been made on the basis of social category. Most of the sample respondents belongs to 

OBC category representing 57 percent followed by OC members standing at 27 percent.  SC and ST 

members’ representation in rural markets stands at 11 and 6 percent respectively. It can be incidental that 
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OBC category dominates the composition of the urban consumers.  Among 200 respondents, 52 percent of 

the respondents are in the income range below Rs. 2,50,000 and 19 percent representing for Rs.5,00,001 to 

Rs.7,50,000 ,where as Rs. 2,50,001 to Rs. 5,00,000 are standing at only for 12 percent.  It can be seen 

from the same table that, only 6 percent of the sample respondents are belong to the income range that 

above Rs. 10, 00,001. It can be find out that most of the  urban sample respondents are from the lower 

income group only. 

  An attempt has also been made on the basis of consumer education levels. About 53 percent of 

the sample respondents had Secondary School Education and 29 percent had no formal education. Both 

Graduates and Post Graduates are jointly representing at 3 and 5 percent. It can also observed from the 

same table that most of the urban consumers had finished their education up to secondary education 

representing at 53 percent.  The main observation is that literacy rate has been improved in urban areas 

and it is an indicator of economic development of India.    

With reference to occupation levels of the urban consumers were ranged from student, Home 

maker, Self Employed, Government Employee, unemployed, Professional, Retired and Labour.  It can be 

emphasized from the same table that most of the urban consumers were drawn from students are 

representing at 47 percent and followed by Government Employees representing at 26 percent.  Others are 

standing at 13 percent and followed by professionals standing at 7 percent. 

 As far as age is concerned, most of the sample consumers are belong to age group of 21years to 30 

years and followed by 31 years to 40 years are representing at 33 percent.  Next in the order are falling in 

the age group of 41 years to 50 years.  It is very astonishing thing that only 2 percent of the respondents 

are belong to the age group of below 20 years.  It can be said that between the age group of 21 years to 40 

years are involving in the purchase process in urban area. 

Table-1 

Socio-Economic profile of the sample respondents 

Profile No. of 

Respondents 

Percentages 

Gender 
Male 74 37 

Female 126 63 

Total 200 100 

Social 

Category 

OC 53 27 

BC 113 56 

SC 23 11 

ST 11 06 

Total 200 100 

Income 

Below Rs. 2.50,000 

Lakhs 

105 52 

Rs. 2,50,001-Rs.5,00,000 24 12 

Rs. 5,00,001-Rs.7,50,000 37 19 

Rs.7,50,001 -

Rs.10,00,000 

21 11 

Above Rs. 10,00,0001 13 06 

Total 200 100 
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Education 

Illiterate 57 29 

Up to SSC 107 53 

Intermediate 21 10 

Under Graduation 06 03 

Post-Graduation 09 05 

Total 200 100 

Age 

Below 20 04 02 

21-30 88 44 

31-40 66 33 

41-50 30 15 

51-60 06 03 

61 and above 06 03 

Total 200 100 

Occupations 

Student 94 47 

Home Maker 02 01 

Self Employed 

(Business) 

04 02 

Government Employee 52 26 

Unemployed 02 01 

Professional 14 07 

Retired 04 02 

Labour 02 01 

Others 26 13 

Total 200 100 

Source: Primary Data 

7.  Consumer Awareness Levels on Impulse Buying  

 Marketing activity starts with identifying and understanding the consumer needs and wants and 

tries to satisfy their needs and wants.  It is also necessary to study the consumer awareness levels on the 

products manufactured by the company.  It is now proposed to present the consumer awareness levels on 

impulse buying. Impulsive and compulsive buying are two different terms that are commonly puzzled for 

each other, but represent behaviours that differ greatly in their various grounds. 
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Table 2 

Awareness levels on Impulse buying  

Awareness Levels No. of 

Respondents 
Percentage 

Compulsive buying more severe than impulse buying. 75 37 

Something you need is called Compulsive buying 25 13 

Something you need is called Impulse buying 08 04 

Compulsive buying planned and impulse buying 

unplanned 
34 17 

Do not know the difference 28 14 

There is no big difference 08 04 

Impulse buying is for fun 10 05 

Compulsive buying frequent, impulse buying every now 

and then 
12 06 

Total 200 100 

Source: Primary Data 

It can be seen from the above table that, 37 percent of the respondents replied that they known that 

compulsive buying is more severe than impulse buying.  Nearly, 14 percent of the sample respondents are 

said that, they do not know the difference between impulse buying and compulsive buying. Some of the 

respondents feels that something they need is known as compulsive buying.  Almost 4 percent of the 

sample respondents said that there is no big difference between impulse and compulsive buying. 

Compulsive buying is frequently done and impulse buying will take place now and then standing at 6 

percent. It is also observed from the same table that,  17 percent of the sample respondents replied that, 

compulsive buying is planned and impulse buying is unplanned.  Only 5 percent of the respondents said 

that impulse buying is done for fun sake. I t can be found from the above analysis that,  urban consumers 

are having high awareness levels on impulse and compulsive buying. 

Frequency of Shopping 

 It can be observed from the below table that, the shopping frequency of consumers ranges from 

Once in a week, weekly, twice in a week, twice in a month and monthly.  Majority of the sample 

consumers are doing shopping monthly only representing at 60 percent.  20 percent of the respondents 

replied that they do shopping twice in a month and followed by 13 percent said that they go for shopping 

once in a week.   It can be found that, urban consumers have an habit of shopping monthly once only. 
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Table 3 

Frequency of Shopping  

Frequency of Shopping 
Urban 

No. of .Respondents Percentage 

Once in a Week 26 13 

Twice a week 09 05 

Weekly 05 02 

Twice a month 40 20 

Monthly 120 60 

Total 200 100 

Source: Primary Data 

Habit of Carrying Shopping List 

In general, consumers have a clear idea about what to purchase and how much quantity required of 

various items.  Some of the consumers have a habit of carrying list while going for shopping. Carrying of 

shopping list will help the consumer to save money, time, energy and makes feel good.  It also guide the 

consumer what they need and want. The habit of carrying of shopping list behaviour is presented in the 

below table. 

Table – 4. 

Habit of Carrying Shopping List – by Place of Living 

Do you usually carry a 

shopping list 

Urban 

No. of Respondents Percentage 

Never 
68 23 

Sometimes 
158 53 

Always 
74 25 

Total 
300 100 

 

Source: Primary Data 

The table 1.2 depicts that, habit of carrying shopping list among the consumers are analysed.  Most 

of the sample respondents replied that they carry shopping list sometimes while going to shopping 

representing at 53 percent and followed by 24 percent of the respondents said that they  always carry  

shopping list. Only 23 percent of the respondents said that they never carry shopping list.  It is observed 

from the above table that most of the consumers carry some times list of shopping items.  It can be 

concluded that, urban consumers have not planned purchase behaviour. 
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Purchase of FMCGs Impulsively by Urban Consumers 

 It is now proposed to study the urban consumer impulsive buying behaviour towards FMCGs.  The 

FMCGs are classified as Food and Beverages, Personal Care Products and Electronic Goods etc.   

Table-5 

Type of FMCGs Purchased 

Type of FMCG Product 
No. of 

.Respondents 
Total 

Food and Beverages 12 06 

Personal Care Products 26 13 

Household care products 32 16 

Electronic Goods 10 05 

Food and Beverages, Personal Care Products 46 23 

Food and Beverages, Household care products 16 08 

Food and Beverages, Electronic Goods 22 11 

Food and Beverages, Personal Care Products, Household care 

products, Electronic Goods 
36 18 

Total 200 100 

Source: Primary Data 

It can be observed from the above table that, 23 percent of the sample respondents are impulsively 

purchasing Food and Beverages and personal Care Products followed by 18 percent of the sample 

respondents purchase Food and Beverages, Personal Care Products, Household care products and 

Electronic Goods on impulsively. Only Household care products are purchased on impulsively 

representing at 16 percent and 13 percent of the sample respondents have purchased personal care 

products only.  Food and Beverages and electronic goods are representing at 11 percent.  Only Electronic 

goods are impulsively buying by 5 percent only.  It is found from the above analysis that, most of the 

sample respondents are impulsively buying Food and Beverages and Personal Care Products. 

Conclusion:  

Due to recent developments in retailing and significant cultural differences when compared to 

industrialized countries, there is a need to investigate impulsive buying in developing economies. Most 

businesses selling such things are always looking for ways to delight customers through various 

promotional strategies, such as offering additional incentives such as free home delivery, credit payment 

options, and so on. Previously, such services were primarily provided by organised retailers, but with the 

turning of the Retail Wheel, various neighbourhood kirana businesses that are constantly upgrading 

themselves are also eager to meet the expanding expectations of consumers in step with their changing 

lifestyle. Consumers are more likely to buy impulsively when they see free product and price discounts 

offers by a store. The income level and visual merchandising has highly and significantly influence on 
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consumer’s impulse buying for FMCG’s in urban markets. The strategies followed by organized and an 

unorganized stores leads to impulsive buying of the consumers in urban markets.  
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